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WHITE GRAND PIANO SAMPLE LIBRARY PROFESSIONAL SAMPLE QUALITY. INCLUSIVE PRORGRAM FILES FOR ALL SAMPLES!! PRE-MAPPED AND READY TO PLAY FOR: ** KONTAKT ** EXS-24 ** REASON ** HALION SIZE UNZIPPED 158 MB Import and play your sounds! When purchasing your sounds you wont need to go through the hassle of having to drag & drop your samples into your sampler, our samples come with pre-mapped program files for: KONTAKT,LOGIC,REASON AND HALION. This means, you can just load the patches straight into your sampler. THESE SOUNDS WERE RECORDED AND INDIVIDUALLY PROCESSED BY PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS USING PRO TOOLS FOR THE BEST SAMPLE QUALITY AVAILABLE. ALL SAMPLES ARE IN 44.1KHZ/16 BIT
WAV FILES FOR ANY HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE SAMPLER THAT WORK WITH .WAV FILES. HARDWARE & SOFTWARE COMPATABILITY PRO TOOLS, CUBASE, CAKEWALK, ADOBE AUDITION, RECYCLE, SONAR, REASON, ACID, EXS 24, GIGASTUDIO, SAMPLETANK, HALION, KONTAKT, WAVELAB, SOUND FORGE, VEGAS, FRUITY LOOPS, NATIVE INSTRUMENTS, COOL EDIT, AKAI SAMPLERS, MPC 2000, 4000, 1000. KORG TRITON, KURZWEIL K2000, 2500, 2600, ASR10, ASR-X, ROLAND SAMPLERS, MC 909, SP 808, MV 8000, YAMAHA SAMPLERS, AND ANY INSTRUMENT OR PROGRAM THAT READS WAV FILES. Please note that sound kits are delivered electronically. Payments are made through Paypal and download links instantly sent to you via email. If enabled, please make sure to check your spam filter, especially if you are a Hotmail or Yahoo user. We highly suggest the use of WinRar for extracting compressed files. Tags: kontakt reason, halion logic
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Fender Rhodes Piano Samples
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YAMAHA MOTIF XS SAMPLES STEINBERG HALION CUBASE 35GB 24-BIT

HIP HOP - DIRTY SOUTH PIANO SAMPLES Wav

CRUMAR ORCHESTRATOR STRINGS WAVE MULTI SAMPLES WITH KONTAKT Mpc

ORCHESTRAL BRASS HORNS WAVE MULTI SAMPLES WITH KONTAKT FILES Mpc Fl Studio

ROLAND JV 2080 WAVE SAMPLES KONTAKT FILES Wav Mpc Fl Studio

STRING ENSEMBLES KONTAKT FILES Wav Mpc Fl Studio Strings

FANTOM X SAMPLES KONTAKT NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 25GB '24-BIT'
FANTOM X6 SAMPLES KONTAKT NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 57GB *24-BIT*
Emu E-mu Proteus 2000 Reason Refill Kontakt Logic Exs24

DJ KHALED KIT - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON HALION
DJ PREMIER KIT - DRUMS - INSTRUMENTS KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

LIL JON KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
SCOTT STORCH KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT REASON LOGIC
ZAYTOVEN SAMPLES - DRUMS - INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC

ETHNIC WOODWIND - BRASS INSTRUMENTS - WAVE SAMPLES KONTAKT
Hi Tek Kontakt Logic Reason Refills Vinyl Drum Sound Sample

CRUNK DIRTY SOUTH DRUMS REASON REFILL KONTAKT LOGIC AKAI MPC

ASIAN INSTRUMENTS SAMPLES - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

CHOIR VOCALS - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

COUNTRY - WESTERN INSTRUMENTS - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

DIRTY SOUTH MASSIVE PRO PACK - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

DIRTY SOUTH VOCALS & CHANTS - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

ACOUSTIC GUITAR SAMPLES - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

JAZZ INSTRUMENTS SAMPLES - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

RICK ROSS SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

STRINGS INSTRUMENTS SAMPLES - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

WORLD & ETHNIC INSTRUMENTS - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

YOUNG JEEZY SAMPLES WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

BWI Sweet Vibes For Kontakt
BWI Nice Metheny Lead For Kontakt

ARP SOLINA STRINGS WAV MULTI SAMPLES WITH KONTAKT FILES Mpc

ROLAND RS 09 STRINGS WAVE MULTI SAMPLES KONTAKT Wav Mpc

ROLAND VP 330 STRINGS MULTI WAVE SAMPLES KONTAKT Wav Mpc

ARP SOLINA STRINGS SAMPLES WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
EMU ORBIT SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
EMU ORCHESTRAL SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
FENDER RHODES MKII - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
KORG MONO/POLY SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
ROLAND RS-09 SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
ROLAND TB-303 SAMPLES - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
Emperor Piano For Kontakt/EXS24 And Halion Samplers.
Bosendorfer 290 For Kontakt, And HALION (a Collection Of 4 Files)
HYBRID PIANOS (all 4) For Kontakt 2
BWI 1977 Rhodes Mark I For Kontakt
DJ Samples - Club Life - Steinberg HALion 3 Format
DJ Samples - Floorfilla - Kontakt 2/3 Format
KORG EXTREME SAMPLES KONTAKT NATIVE 65GB *24-BIT*
NEW YORK CITY R&B HIP HOP PIANO SAMPLES & LOOPS
KORG TRITON SAMPLES KONTAKT NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 22GB *24-BIT*
YAMAHA MOTIFS ES SAMPLES KONTAKT NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 24BIT
YAMAHA MOTIFS XS SAMPLES KONTAKT NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 24BIT
Emu E-mu Mophatt Mo Phatt Reason Refill Logic Kontakt Sample
DRAKE KIT - DRUMS - INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT REASON LOGIC
DR DRE KIT - DRUMS - INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
J DILLA KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
JUST BLAZE KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
KANYE WEST KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
NEPTUNES KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
PETE ROCK KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
THE RUNNERS KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT REASON LOGIC
RYAN LESLIE KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS - KONTAKT LOGIC REASON
SHAWTY REDD KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS LOGIC REASON KONTAKT
TIMBALAND KIT - DRUMS INSTRUMENTS KONTAKT LOGIC REASON

Roland D50 KONTAKT

Emu E-mu Virtuoso Orchestra Reason Refill Kontakt Sample
Dj Premier Kontakt Logic Reason Refills 4 5 Sound Sample
Dj Muggs Kontakt Logic Reason Refills 4 5 Sound Sample
Wu Tan Clan Reason Refills Kontakt Logic Hip Hop Drum Sample
Fender Rhodes Reason Refill Kontakt Logic Exs24 Piano Sample
A Town Drumkit - NNXT/EXS24/Battery/Kontakt

DANJA TIMBALAND HIP HOP SAMPLE REASON REFILL KONTAKT LOGIC
EPMD HIP HOP SAMPLE REASON REFILL KONTAKT LOGIC AKAI MPC MV
JDILLA J DILLA HIP HOP DRUMS SAMPLE REASON REFILL 5 KONTAKT LOGIC AKAI MPC ROLAND MV

SNOOP DOGG DRE HIP HOP SAMPLE REASON 5 REFILL KONTAKT LOGIC
Wurlitzer Reason Refill Kontakt Logic Exs24 Vintage Piano

DISCO DRUMS REASON REFILL 5 KONTAKT 4 LOGIC EXS24 AKAI MPC
JAZZ DRUMS REASON REFILL 5 KONTAKT 4 LOGIC EXS24 AKAI MPC
EMU E-MU SP1200 SP 1200 DRUMS REASON 5 KONTAKT LOGIC SAMPLE
STABS & HITS VOL. 2 - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

2PAC SAMPLE KIT - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
ACCESS VIRUS SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
ALCHEMIST SAMPLES KIT WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
ARP 2600 SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

ATL DIRTY SOUTH KIT - WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
HAMMOND B3 ORGAN SAMPLES - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC
BATTLECAT SAMPLES KIT WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION
BLACK GRAND PIANO SAMPLES - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC
BLACK MILK SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

BLUES INSTRUMENTS SAMPLES - WAV KONTAKT LOGIC REASON

BRASS AND HORNS SAMPLES - WAV KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

COOL N DRE SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION

CRUMAR ORCHESTRATOR SAMPLES WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC

DANJA SAMPLES KIT WAVE KONTAKT REASON LOGIC HALION